
ENSURING INDUSTRIAL SAFETY WITH CRANE SPARE

What safety measures should employers take regarding cranes? .. Ensure that replacement parts on industrial trucks
are equivalent to the original ones.

Rigging Persons All designated rigging persons shall be trained in accordance with Training of this program.
O Box , Pittsburgh, PA  Ergonomics includes restructuring or changing workplace conditions, to make the job
easier, and reducing stressors that cause musculoskeletal disorders. The platform must give a sure footing, a
safe working environment and prevents falls it is at height. Awareness of what a worker can comfortably
handle without undue strain. Solutions for new developments and modernizations When designing new
cranes, Danfoss Drives is able to draw on years of experience related to applications and AC-drives
technology to support the development. Publications may also be ordered from www. Replacement of wire
ropes and alloy chains, as components of a hoist, shall be determined by the corresponding replacement
criteria, as applicable, specified in Appendix I. Handle only stable or safely arranged loads. When operating or
maintaining powered industrial trucks, you and your employees must consider the following safety
precautions: Fit high-lift rider trucks with an overhead guard if permitted by operating conditions. Employers
must ensure that all passageways that workers use remain clear of obstructions and tripping hazards. What
safety precautions should employers and workers observe when operating or maintaining powered industrial
trucks? Check whether tasks require repetitive movement or there is a risk of musculoskeletal injuries and
gradual process disease. Well-placed handles make removing, lifting and handling easier and reduce the risk
of manual handling injuries. Employees need enough recovery time outside work so they can be safe and
productive at work. Figure Examples of stabbing and puncture hazards by flying objects or moving parts of
machinery 3. How can employers make their trainingprograms more effective? States and territories with their
own OSHA-approved occupational safety and health plans must adopt standards identical to, or at least as
effective as, the federal standards. Send a self-addressed mailing label with your request. Are there any
training requirements for operators of powered industrial trucks? What About Aisles and Passage ways? The
operator shall not lower the load below the point where two wraps of rope or chain remain on each anchorage
of the hoisting drum unless a lower-limit device is provided, in which case, no less than one wrap shall
remain. The content of the exam may be limited to the specific type of equipment and job duties of the
operator. The operator shall wear appropriate head, foot, and hand protection while operating the crane or
performing rigging. For a listing of free or sales items, visit OSHA's website at www. More than , Danfoss
drives are providing effortless speed control and optimized efficiency for the smallest chain hoists up to the
largest mobile crane vessels with lifting capacities up to 10, tons. But they must have systems to identify and
deal with such factors when they can affect workplace safety. Ensure that replacement parts on industrial
trucks are equivalent to the original ones. Obey a stop signal at all times, no matter who gives it. Training and
Education OSHA recommends that employers establish a formal training program to teach workers how to
recognize and avoid materials handling hazards. What physical demands are put on the person using the
machinery â€” is the work repetitive? To have an effective safety and health program covering materials
handling and storing, your managers must take an active role in its development. Design guards to come off
easily and be handled by one person.


